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By Mike Dixon-Kennedy

ABC-CLIO. No binding. Condition: New. 392 pages. Dimensions: 10.1in. x 7.1in. x 1.4in.There are few
stories more stirring than those of ancient Russia. Russian and other Slavic beliefs weave a rich
tapestry in which real-world elements coexist with those from fantasy, such as dragons, monsters,
and shape-changing wolves. Though Russia adopted Christianity as the state religion in A. D. 988,
paganism remained popular through the end of the 19th century and survives in isolated pockets
even today. In Russian myth and legend, Christian themes are interwoven with pagan ideas:
dragons fight priests, saints encounter nymphs, and witches enter the kingdom of heaven.
Encyclopedia of Russian and Slavic Myth and Legend includes extensive historical, geographical,
and biographical background to deepen the readers understanding of the myth and legend.
Numerous illustrations are included in this fascinating volume, which will be of great interest to
students, scholars, and everyone who wishes to explore the cultural heritage of ancient Russia. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN. Library
Binding.
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Comprehensive guideline! Its this sort of good read. It is actually writter in simple terms and never hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly
simple way which is just after i finished reading through this ebook where actually changed me, modify the way in my opinion.
-- Ma belle Wucker t-- Ma belle Wucker t

Here is the finest publication i have read through until now. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily can get a
pleasure of studying a created publication.
-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n-- Mor g a n B a shir ia n
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